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What is the LG Fiscal Framework?
•

The following description/definition is provided in the Options Analysis
document:
“The LGFF as it exists at present
While it may not exist currently as a framework which is recognised
as such by all stakeholders and described in a single document to
guide these stakeholders, the LGFF does exist, largely in the form
of a set of transfers and the policies which guide them. In a
sense the Division of Revenue Act, and the documents which are
published annually as part of the Division of Revenue Bill, represent
the LGFF. ”

•

National Treasury takes a broader view of the LGFF than just the
transfers published in the Division of Revenue Bill.
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National Treasury’s view of the
LG Fiscal Framework
•

•

•

In National Treasury’s view the LGFF refers
to all the revenues municipalities have at
their disposal to meet their expenditure
obligations
– These include own revenue, borrowing
and transfers
Own revenue makes up 75% of the total LG
Fiscal framework
– But as the next slide shows the proportion
own revenue and transfers contribute to
the revenue of different municipalities
varies greatly
It does not make sense to look at municipal
finances without considering both own
revenues and transfers

LG Fiscal Framework
25%
Transfers
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Own
revenue
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Importance of different sources of revenue is very
different for different types of municipalities:
Municipal Revenue Sources (percentage) per Type of
Municipality, 2010/11

Source: National Treasury Local Government Database
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What are the principles the LGFF should
be measured against?
•

•
•

Broader than just the principles that inform the transfer system (and the
principles for the local government equitable share cited in the Options
Analysis document)
The Local Government White Paper (1998) sets out principles for the full
local government fiscal framework
These principles remain valid, even if some of the technical details of the
fiscal system envisaged in the LGWP have changed
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Summary of LGFF principles in the
LG White Paper
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Revenue adequacy and certainty: Municipalities need to have access to
adequate sources of revenue – either own resources or intergovernmental
transfers – to enable them to carry out the functions assigned to them.
Sustainability: Financial sustainability requires that municipalities ensure that
their budgets are balanced (income should cover expenditure).
Effective and efficient resource use: Important that local residents provide the
necessary checks and balances.
Accountability, transparency and good governance: Municipalities should be
held responsible and accountable to local taxpayers
Equity and redistribution: Municipalities must treat citizens equitably with
regard to the provision of services. In turn, national and provincial government
must treat municipalities equitably with regard to intergovernmental transfers.
Local government cannot be solely responsible for redistribution, and national
government has a critical role to play in this regard, particularly with respect to
subsidising the provision of basic services.
Development and investment: Meeting basic needs in the context of existing
service backlogs will require increased investment
Macroeconomic management: Municipalities need to operate within the
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national macroeconomic framework

How is the LGFF performing against the
principles set in the LG White Paper?
•

At the last round of the FFC’s Public Hearings on the LGFF National
Treasury presented this summary:

Principle

Performance

Revenue adequacy and
certainty

- 3 year budgeting creates certainty
- Adequacy requires mix of own revenue and
transfers (transfers have increased dramatically)

Sustainability

Many municipalities not budgeting sustainably

Effective and efficient
resource use

Mixed performance. Community oversight of
budgets is institutionalised - is it working?

Accountability, transparency
and good governance

- Publishing budgets increases transparency
- But audit outcomes reflect poorly on
municipalities

Equity and redistribution

- Principle of cross-subsidisation well established
- Transfer allocations based on poverty data

Development and investment Infrastructure rollout has been disappointing
Macroeconomic
management

- Municipalities have acted responsibly
- Could do more to promote growth
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Government’s review of the Local Government
Functional and Fiscal Framework
•

As the Options Analysis document notes, National Treasury and the
Department of Cooperative Governance are embarking on a joint review
of the Local Government Functional and Fiscal Framework (LGFFF)

LG Functional and Fiscal Framework

Authority and
responsibility
to deliver
services
assigned to
LG

Alignment

Sources of
revenue
assigned to
Local
Government
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The importance of including functional
assignments in the LGFFF review
•
•

LGFFF review looks at both functional and fiscal issues
As funding must follow functions it makes sense to resolve certain
functional questions before making changes to the fiscal system:
– Role of district municipalities needs to be resolved before review of
the RSC levies replacement grant
– Conflicts over water service provision (between DMs and LMs) must
be resolved so that the correct authority can be funded
– Functional responsibilities need to be clarified to resolve so-called
“unfunded mandates”
– Functional assignments should inform any future devolution of fiscal
powers
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Reviewing the LG Equitable Share
formula
•

As part of the LGFFF process National Treasury and DCOG, together
with SALGA and with assistance from the FFC and StatsSA are
reviewing the Local Government Equitable Share formula
– Have circulated 2 discussion documents and are now engaging with
stakeholders on proposed principles and objectives for the revised
formula
– New formula to be phased in from 2013/14 will:
• Be clearer and simpler,
• Improve transparency
• Be more responsive to changes
• Give greater recognition of the differences between among
municipalities (differentiation)
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Comments on the Options Analysis
document
•

•
•

National Treasury appreciates the work the FFC is doing to research
options and stimulate discussion on changes that could improve the
functioning of local government
We are open to exploring both ‘gap filling’ and performance-based
approaches as ways to improve the transfer system
However, we need to carefully consider where each one is appropriate
– Mixture of change and gap-filling is likely needed
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Incentive effects in the current LGFF
Transfers:
•Potential to create negative incentive effects
as municipalities can sustain their
administrations without depending on residents
•‘No bailouts’ rule and conditional funding
reduce scope for negative incentives
•Incentive-effects can be improved by
responding better to changes (e.g. rollout of
infrastructure) – requires updated, credible data
Own revenue:
•Good performance in managing services and
revenue will lead to increased revenue –
virtuous circle (natural incentive effect)
•But long-term investments in spatial form and
environment don’t yield immediate positive
returns – scope for possible incentive
intervention

LG Fiscal Framework
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Transfers

75%
Own
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Impact of different incentive effects will depend on
share of each revenue source per municicpality:
Municipal Revenue Sources (percentage) per Type of
Municipality, 2010/11

Source: National Treasury Local Government Database
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The role of incentive grants in promoting
performance in higher-capacity municipalities
•

Possibility for more incentives in the grant system
– Need to be cautious about incorporating incentives in grants (experience
with EPWP incentive grant shows it doesn’t always work)
– Agree that poorly performing municipalities are too weak to be likely to
respond to an incentive model
– Incentives on operations may not work:
• Too complex to measure (and time–sensitive)
• Size of incentives for large munis may not be affordable to fiscus
• Operations primarily own revenue funded – natural incentives
– Potential for incentive-driven allocations in capital funding
• Promote things that are expensive and don’t yield immediate costsavings to cities (e.g. denser spatial form, environmental objectives)
• Focus on outcomes (conditional grants tend to control for outputs)
• Promote sound administration for capital programmes
• Ensures funds go to where they will be used well
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Support to weaker-capacity
municipalities
•

•
•

•

Incentive grants can help well-functioning municipalities to perform even
better, but (as the Options Analysis document notes) they won’t work in
institutionally weak municipalities (increasingly differentiation in support
is part of government strategy)
Creating a well-functioning local government system cannot be achieved
through changes to the LG fiscal framework alone
Capacity support is clearly a part of the solution in these areas, but we
must be careful not to create municipalities that are both:
– Transfer-dependent, and
– Capacity support-dependent
Proposals in this area must ensure that they will result in building
municipalities that are accountable to their residents (not agencies of
national government)
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Factors leading to the “Gap”
between delivery and needs

“structural gap”

“actual gap”
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Comments on ‘Gap filling’
•
•

Need to focus on ensuring transfers cover the ‘structural gap’
Space between the ‘structural gap’ and ‘actual gap’ must be covered by
improved revenue performance by municipalities and improved
implementation of services
– Efficiency can be measured in terms of technical losses, infrastructure
spending, collection rates, proper costing of services, GVA comparisons etc.

•

Changes to the LGFF can only alter the ‘structural gap’

•

Comments on specific ‘gaps’ discussed in the Options Analysis:
– Census data will help us review the success of the current
infrastructure funding and inform reforms
– Increased revenue effort in rural municipalities must be a part of any
solution
– LGES review underway will result in more rational formula allocations
and greater clarity on what the formula is funding
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Conclusion
•
•

•

The options presented require further research before any implementable
recommendations could be made.
National Treasury agrees with and supports the research agenda that the
FFC secretariat drafted following the initial public hearings in October
2011 and would encourage the Commission to pursue that agenda
This will compliment the work being done by National Treasury and the
Department of Cooperative Governance on the LGFFF review process
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THANK YOU
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